MACCLESFIELD BARNABY FESTIVAL 2016:
A SHORT REPORT TO FUNDERS

Barnabyfestival.org.uk

10 days of festival with 86 separate events and 5,129 participants enjoying
opportunities for taking part, including family-focused activities,
565 craft and arts workshops, science experiments, talks and walks, live
music and performance, beer tasting, letter writing, star making, meditation,
poetry reading, and at the centre of it all, the Space-themed Parade.
,

42,834 unique attendances by approximately 15,000
festival-goers, of whom 76% tried something new, and 95%
rated the festival as “good” or “excellent”

126 performances
434 exhibition days
33 community groups in the Parade

58 commissions
327 artists
200 volunteers

£569,100 plus volunteer value of
£252,000 plus press / media coverage equal to £282,000
Attributable spend in Macclesfield

LEGACY

HIGH QUALITY FUN AND CREATIVE LEARNING

The festival reached and exceeded its charitable
objectives. Evidence from our volunteer and visitor
feedback (and from our eyes and ears!) shows the
festival generates social capital, skills development and
community bonding amongst volunteers and festival
goers, and audience development through active
participation in the arts, cultural and science programmes.

68% of responses to the question of overall quality of
experience of events stated “Excellent”, and 27% “Good”
(with just 5% stating “Average” or “Poor”).

The festival animates public realm and re-purposes
‘hidden spaces’. This year through our Arts Council
England funded R&D commissions, we were able to
generate new works by resident and national artists of
international standing, which engaged with new groups
in the community, bridged the gap between festival years,
maintained momentum and extended Barnaby’s reach.
TAKING PART AND TAKING RISKS
Based on our visitor feedback survey response, actively
taking part is central to the Barnaby experience: a third
(32%) of respondents took part in parade; another third
(30%) in the participatory events for La Lune; and 42% in
another workshop or participation opportunity.
The breadth of participatory activities ranged from
writing a Love Letter to Macc, foraging for Wild Food,
learning about the heritage skills and tasting Brewing
Culture, attending Space School, experimenting in the
Deep Space & Solar Lab and with the Near Space Balloon
Project, hearing The Planets Guide to Orchestra, taking
part in the Great Space Debate, 100 Drabble Challenge,
Mindfulness Walk, Meditation and Spacepod Challenge.
Standout events included the Crimplene Heritage
Museum " A work of genius”, featuring local heroes and
their stories. And a giant pair of underpants, reputedly
from America’s fattest man, Leo Whitton, who died in
Macclesfield in 1899.
76% of those responding to the question of whether they
had had new experiences as part of Barnaby said “yes”.
Decorations and washing lines:
"Love how they make Macc look super-cool"

Of the reasons given for why particular events and
activities stood out, the most significant categories of
feedback response concerned the enjoyment of the
atmosphere, the quality of artists and experiences, and
the opportunities to learn and engage with new things:
“Made new personal links and enjoyed myself”.
“So funny! Never would have got to see
them without Barnaby”.
“Quality of the participants and the
debate, something not normally on offer in
Macc - and not anywhere at that price”.
“Great quality of debate, raised lots of
interesting ideas and kept the family debating
for hours afterwards over lunch!”
GETTING UP CLOSE WITH THE ARTS
Presentation of visual arts, including local and
international commissions, provoked and divided opinion.
Exhibition and project spaces, such as the Print Mill and
Studio 27B were praised for showing group shows and
offering opportunities for local artists, and whilst there
was some critical reception of the commissioned art
works, there is clearly an appetite for more visual arts:
“For me too high brow”.
“I thought much of the art was a bit selfimportant. In previous years there has been
more effort to make a serious art trail”.
“Too many exhibitions were too thin, especially
commissioned artists. We should encourage
anyone/everyone to put on shows ...without
censorship, and encourage every space in town
to be part of this”.

"Hills up Streets sums up what I love best
about the beauty of Macclesfield".
Back Wallgate Books and shop
windows: "Staggering creativity"

‘Barnaby festival gave me the opportunity
make an exciting new work, allowing my
imagination to run riot with Macclesfield, its
locations and its people'.
Bedwyr Williams,
commissioned visual artist

CELEBRATING THE LOCAL

The volunteer feedback survey responses show:

Community-led and associated events and activities are
also particularly important:

•

85% of volunteers enjoyed volunteering for
Barnaby (up from 81% in 2014)

•

81% of volunteers saw their experience as
giving something back to the community/town;

•

79% of volunteers plan to volunteer at
the next Festival.

“Local involvement is what gives
Barnaby the edge.”
“We saw the river Bollin from a different angle.”
“Local, quirky, simple.”
“Such marvellous pants!”

BUILDING COMMUNITY AND SOCIAL CAPITAL
The breadth of activities offered multiple, intimate
opportunities to take part, share experiences and reinforce
a sense of place and community:

“Lots involved and plenty of opportunities to
have a go”
“I loved everything I went to and saw...all the
people and the sense of community.”
“Made new personal links and enjoyed myself”.

GETTING IT RIGHT
When asked for what they want more of, respondents
to the visitor survey made particular pleas for more art,
particularly the return of the art trail with more spaces for
local artists to exhibit, more live music and literature, more
food and local craft beer.
However, the highest number of responses to this
question fell in the category of “keep it as it is”!
VALUABLE VOLUNTEERING
There were 200 volunteers for Barnaby 2016, comprising
120 volunteers employed at Festival events over the 10
days of Festival, plus additional Parade stewards, the board
and committee members.
Average time contribution per volunteer is 98 hours, with
some putting in over 1000 hours (equivalent to a part-time
job). The total volunteer contribution equals 11,760 hours.
Taking the lowest of range of day rates suggested by the
Heritage Lottery Fund model for calculating value (£50 for
unskilled, £150 skilled and £350 professional) this provides
a conservative estimate of £252,000 contribution of value
in kind.

VISITOR ECONOMY
The Visitor Feedback Survey reveals that of the 84
responses to the question concerning overnight stay in
Macclesfield only 5 stayed in paid-for accommodation,
with the remaining staying with family or friends or already
resident in Macc. This suggests that there is room for
growing overnight stays for Barnaby festival goers, but this
needs to go hand-in-hand with developing the packaging
of the tourist offer and accommodation in the town and
nearby destinations, to encourage longer stays and spend.
The survey also asks respondents to provide an estimate
of total spend per person for visiting groups. By taking
a median average of ranges provided, and a mean
average of the sum total from those who provided spend
estimates, an assumed mean average spend can be
estimated at £37.94 per person (based on 496 responses).
When applied to an estimate of total festival attendees,
we can make some assumption that the gross spend
attributable to Barnaby amounts to an estimated £569,100.
Box office data shows the popularity of the programme:
ticketed events showed a high yield with overall
attendance by percentage at 88% across 24 events.
The Visitor Feedback Survey suggest that Barnaby is
predominantly attended by local audiences – with the
vast majority of festival goers - 79% - from SK10 and SK11
postcodes. Just above a fifth were from outside the area
(down from 26% at the two previous festivals). Visitors
from Cheshire, Manchester or Stockport were the most
numerous, totalling 8% (down from 13% in 2014).
The festival attendees are overwhelmingly White British,
with under 5% identifying as falling outside of this
category, including 2% of survey respondents identifying
as Mixed or of Asian heritage. This is in-line with the
broader population, as the 2011 census suggests is around
3% of Macclesfield's population is non-white.

BUSINESS IMPACT

ARTISTIC IMPACT

The businesses involved in Barnaby offered tremendous
amounts of support, and in return benefitted from increase
in footfall and spending, and the general ‘buzz’ and
atmosphere in the town, particularly in the town centre.
Many provided their own value-in-kind through staff
volunteering, themed window displays and also a number
of useful recommendations on how to engage businesses
in future years. Red Willow reported a significant rise in
sales on the main festival Saturdays (as well as running out
of the festival beer, Starry Messenger).

Feedback from commissioned artists highlighted the
professionalism of the (mainly) volunteer visual arts team,
the commissioning process, installation, invigilation,
marketing and PR. There are improvements to be made
about internal communications, and some artists felt that
there could be more regional PR and media coverage.

Footfall in the town centre increased in general during
the weeks of the festival, although not as significantly as
in previous years. In the Grosvenor centre the monthly
footfall was up 27.8% on the previous month (1.8% above
the national average).
The week-on-week figures show a peak of visitors on the
second festival weekend and in particular, Saturday 18th
June, although this was actually significantly lower than
the previous year’s footfall during this week. Figures for
the national benchmark suggest that declining footfall
from the previous year is a more universal issue, however.
Footfall in Macclesfield was up 11.3% on the previous
week, compared to a national benchmark of 3.5%,
showing the impact of Barnaby.
MEDIA COVERAGE & MARKETING POWER
Our mailing list of 2,000+ allows for news of the festival
to reach many inboxes, with public realm advertising
(billboards, marketing, banners) reaching many more.
Online, the festival in 2016 generated 23,264 website hits
and 1,344 Facebook likes, with social media providing the
means for instant conversations: the festival Facebook
community page has 2,431 likes and 2,360 followers, and
Twitter has 4,686 followers. Press and media coverage
of Barnaby 2016 generated nearly £282,000 equivalent
advertising value.

The commissions have had significant impact for both
local/emerging and more established and internationally
recognised artists, providing touring and development
work, and opportunities for local participants to also get
involved (in the case of Bedwyr Williams, who took Flexure
along with its star, yoga teacher, Andrew Wrenn, to the
Barbican for his solo exhibition later in the year). Mario
Popham and Tom Baskeyfield have also recently toured
their work, Shaped by Stone, regionally.
Other performers have provided feedback on the legacy
and impact of working with the festival through the
Artist feedback and individual evaluations of events,
which were primarily community-led and volunteerrun rather than paid commissions. These data report
high levels of satisfaction with the overall management,
organisation and logistics of the festival, with areas flagged
for improvement concerning social media and marketing.
GIVING MACCLESFIELD PRIDE IN PLACE
AND PUTTING US ON THE MAP AS A
CULTURAL DESTINATION
Although our visitor analysis suggests Barnaby
mainly draws in Macclesfield audiences, the festival’s
reputation travels further, and has an astounding effect
on local sense of place:

“I’ve lived here since 1998 but have
spent a lot of that time working away at
sea and saw Macc as a ‘holiday home’!
Having come back permanently…
the Barnaby Festival gave me the
opportunity to engage with and fall in
love with my town.”
“It’s like a cultural holiday but at home.
Macclesfield will never seem dull after
Barnaby”.
“A very friendly and enterprising town.”
“Never visited before, will be back again
for a long weekend next time.”

HUGE THANKS TO ALL OUR FUNDERS,
WITHOUT WHOM WE COULD NOT HAVE
ACHIEVED EVERYTHING YOU’VE JUST
READ ABOUT.

Cheshire East
Council
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Macclesfield Barnaby Festival is a Registered Charity Number 1151155,
a festival of arts and culture made with its community and powered by volunteers.
Photo credits: Fiona Bailey, Travelling Simon, Anthony Mulryan.
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